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This cook book is a great reference on how to process foods and has many great recipes, that are

quick to prepare. Additionally, it is full of color pictures.

This would have gotten 5 stars, if it arrived as shown. It was the same book, but a completely

different cover. I picked this one for sentimental reasons and although I can make the recipes, I

don't have the cover to remind me of my childhood.

It was a different cover...but every page was exactly as I remembered it. It was expected to have

some flaws. I cleaned it and wiped it own with water and peroxide for sanitation because of the age

of the book. It made me happy to revisit the recipes I nurtured our children in their growing up days.

Nor useful as the recipes seem to be created to fit the food processor when there are easier way to

accomplish the project. These are recipes that use many ingredients that are bought and used only

for one recipe and may never be used for anything else.

When I happened upon this book at a second hand store, I never would have guessed it wasfrom

1978. Great color images and so full of recipes!The first 49 pages introduce you to technique,

how-to instructions, equivalents, substitutionsand more, but then you hit the recipes! Though some



of the recipes are obviously dated, callingfor shortening and such, there are a great number of good

recipes for everything from appetizersto soups, sandwiches, main dishes, desserts, breads, and so

much more. You may never have realizedyour food processor could do so much. Many of today's

processors remained the same design, so thisbook is useful to more than just the GE Food

Processor.I am very confident you will find several, if not many, great tips and recipes in this

book.I'm happy to add it to my home library.

This book's condition was just as represented by the seller. It came quickly and was in fine

condition. It was written in 1978 and is still a great resource for food processor recipies.

I love this book. I purchased this because my original book was nearly destroyed due to flooding

and had to get a new one. I use this book for all my pie baking as well as some of the other items in

it.

Useful information but it is a little outdated. Basically tell how to chop up vegetagles uniformly so

they can be chopped up smaller..
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